
 

 

  
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 
Purpose of the report  
 
To provide an update on the progress of the Selective Licensing Scheme.   
 
 
1. Background  
 
1.1 In December 2014 Selective Licensing of Private Landlords Consultation Final 

Proposals Report was approved by Cabinet.  The report detailed the outcome of the 
consultation and was seeking consideration of whether to designate a selective 
licensing scheme.  A Selective Licensing Scheme was approved in St Mary’s, 
Hathershaw, Waterhead, Primrose Bank, Hollinwood, Oldham Edge, Alexandra & 
Coldhurst. 

 
1.2 In March 2015 a Selective Licensing Phased Implementation was approved by 

Cabinet. This enabled the areas to commence on the following dates: 
 

St Mary’s   1st May 2015 
Hathershaw & Waterhead  6th July 2015 
Primrose Bank & Hollinwood  1st September 2015 
Alexandra, Oldham Edge & Coldhurst  1st January 2016 

 
1.3 This report provides an update to the Overview and Scrutiny board following on 

from the report dated 14th March 2017.   
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2. Current position  
 
2.1 As can be seen from the designation dates detailed in paragraph 1.2, most of the 

neighbourhoods are currently in the third year of the five year scheme. The 
neighbourhoods known as Alexandra, Oldham Edge and Coldhurst are currently 
coming to the end of the second year. 

 
2.2 The table attached as appendix 1 to this report shows the current position by 

neighbourhood and details the number of applications received, licences granted 
and the team’s understanding of the remaining privately rented properties whose 
owners have still not applied for a licence. 

 
2.3 Within some neighbourhoods there is also a significant number of properties where 

the tenure of the property is still unknown.  
 
2.4 This issue about understanding the neighbourhood tenure picture in totality has 

recently been discussed with the chair of the Overview and Scrutiny board Cllr 
MacLaren and the Councillor for Waterhead Cllr Dean. 

 
2.5 A suggestion was made to link in more closely with the “big local” funded If Oldham 

project who are working extensively in Clarksfield. This would enable more 
intelligence to be gathered as to the location of other privately rented properties and 
therefore allow the Council and relevant teams get to grip with some of the 
emerging issues     

    
3. Recommendations 
 
3.1 The Overview and Scrutiny Board is asked to note the content of this update report. 
 
 


